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The theory of rough paths allows one to deﬁne controlled differen-
tial equations driven by a path which is irregular. The most simple
case is the one where the driving path has ﬁnite p-variations with
1 p < 2, in which case the integrals are interpreted as Young in-
tegrals. The prototypal example is given by stochastic differential
equations driven by fractional Brownian motion with Hurst index
greater than 1/2. Using simple computations, we give the main re-
sults regarding this theory – existence, uniqueness, convergence of
the Euler scheme, ﬂow property . . . – which are spread out among
several articles.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The goal of this article is to solve and study the properties of the rough differential equation
yt = y0 +
t∫
0
f (ys)dxs (1)
where x is a continuous path of ﬁnite p-variation with values in a Banach space U and f is a
γ -Hölder continuous function with values from V to the spaces of linear maps from U to V , un-
der the constraint
γ + 1> p. (2)
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example for the paths of a Brownian motion.
Controlled differential equations of type (1) have already been subject to several studies. One ap-
proach was developed ﬁrst by T. Lyons in [20], which is one of the seminal paper of the theory of
rough paths, which allows one to consider paths for which p > 2. In this subject, see [11,16,17,21–23].
A special case of (1) which has also been studied intensively from a probabilistic point of view is
the one of stochastic differential equation driven by the fractional Brownian motion with Hurst index
greater than 1/2. For this, several approaches have been proposed (see [5,24] for a survey), and one
of them relies on the rough paths theory.
In the case p < 2, the integral in (1) may be interpreted as a Young integral, which was introduced
by L.C. Young in [37] in order to deﬁne
∫ t
0 ys dxs when x (resp. y) is of ﬁnite p-variation (resp.
q-variation) with p−1 + q−1 > 1. In order to use the Young integral with y = f (x), the condition (2)
is necessary. Other authors have used the deﬁnition of Young integrals in order to deﬁne solution to
differential equations controlled by Hölder continuous paths and the technique used in [35] is rather
close to ours. The article [14] also deals with such equations with similar computations, but there,
fractional integrals are used. See also [4] for an approach in Besov spaces.
Existence and uniqueness under the assumption that f is continuously differentiable with a
γ -Hölder continuous derivative was provided in [20] using a Picard iteration theorem. In [36],
D.R.E. Williams has extended this result to the case where x is Lévy process. In [19], X.D. Li and
T. Lyons have studied the differentiability of the map, called the Itô map, which sends x to the solu-
tion to (1). On the other hand, A.M. Davie has deﬁned in [7] another notion of solution to (1) using
the Euler scheme and provided us with several counter-examples to the uniqueness in the case where
f is not differentiable with a γ -Hölder continuous derivative, 1+ γ > p.
In this article, we show that the very deﬁnition of the Young integral and its properties allows
one to recover easily the main results regarding (1) (existence, uniqueness, continuity, ﬂow property,
rate of convergence of the Euler scheme). In addition, we are able to deal with the case where f
is not bounded, unlike the articles relying on the Picard iteration (however, a global existence result
under similar conditions is stated in [7]). Our strategy is the one used in the more complex case for
2 < p  3 for providing bounds and estimation on distances between solutions of rough differential
equations [18].
All the results are easily adapted to deal with the controlled differential equation of type
yt = y0 +
n∑
i=1
t∫
0
f i(s, ys)dx
i
s
where the paths xi are of ﬁnite pi-variations and the vector ﬁelds f i are γi-Hölder with 1 + γi > pi
in space and uniformly of ﬁnite qi-variation in time with 1/pi + 1/qi > 1. In particular, if BH is a
fractional Brownian motion with Hurst index H > 1/2, then one may consider with these methods
the stochastic differential equation
yt = y0 +
t∫
0
σ(ys)dB
H
s +
t∫
0
b(ys)ds.
Several articles have been written to deal speciﬁcally with stochastic differential equations driven by
the fractional Brownian motion with Hurst index H > 1/2 or with α-Hölder path with α > 1/2. We
may then recover some of these results: existence of solutions of such equations has been provided
in [31]. The properties of such equations are studied for example in [1,5,6,8,14,15,25–30,32,35] . . . .
Many other articles, including ones using rough paths theory, cover the case H < 1/2. On the subject,
see among others the review article [5] and the book [25].
Finally, note that in most of the result, we are not bound to work in a ﬁnite-dimensional set-
ting. However, to tackle some stochastic partial differential equations driven by some fractional noise,
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tion [33,34].
2. Young integral
2.1. The p-variation (semi-)norm
Let ω be a function from 2 := {0 s  t  T } to R+ which is increasing, continuous close to its
diagonal and such that
ω(s, r) +ω(r, t)ω(s, t), ∀s r  t  T . (3)
Such a function is called a control and condition (3) means that ω is super-additive.
For 1  p < 2, let us denote by Ωp,ω([0, T ],U ) the set of continuous paths x from [0, T ] to a
Banach space U such that for some constant C ,
|xs,t | Cω(s, t)1/p, xs,t := xt − xs, (s, t) ∈ 2. (4)
The smallest constant C such that (4) holds true is denoted by Np(x) and its called the p-variation
norm of x. The map x → Np(x) is a semi-norm on Ωp,ω([0, T ],U ). It is a norm when restricted to the
sub-space of paths x in Ωp,ω([0, T ],U ) with x0 = a for any a in U .
Remark 1. If x is a α-Hölder continuous path, then one may take ω(s, t) = t − s for (s, t) ∈ 2 with
p = 1/α and Np(x) = Hα(x), where Hα(x) is the Hölder constant of x.
Let us recall that a path of ﬁnite p-variation is a path x : [0, T ] → U such that
V p(x) := sup
ﬁnite partition {ti}i=0,1,...,n of [0,T ]
for any integer n2
(
n−1∑
i=0
|xtki+1 − xtki |
p
)1/p
is ﬁnite. With (3), any path in Ωp([0, T ],U ) is of ﬁnite p-variation. Conversely, if x is a path of ﬁnite
p-variation, then for ω(s, t) := V p(x|[s,t])p , the path x belongs to Ωp,ω([0, T ],U ) and Np(x) 1.
Lemma 1. Let x be a path of ﬁnite p-variation. Then for the controlω deﬁned byω(s, t) := V p(x|[s,t])1/p , there
exists a sequence of piecewise smooth paths {xn}n∈N converging to x uniformly and in Ωr,ω([0, T ],U ) for any
r > p.
Proof. There exist a non-decreasing, non-negative function ϕ from [0, T ] to [0, S] and a 1/p-Hölder
continuous map from [0, S] to U such that x = y ◦ ϕ and H1/p(y)  1 (see Lemma 3.3 in [3] for
example). For this, set ϕ(t) := V p(x|[0,t])p and then ϕ(t) − ϕ(s)  ω(0, t) − ω(0, s)  ω(s, t). Let yn
be a family of smooth piecewise linear approximations of x along a family of partitions whose mesh
decreases to 0. From standard computations, H1/p(yn)  31−1/p and thus Np(xn)  31−1/p for xn =
yn ◦ ϕ . In addition, xn converges to x in Ωr,ω([0, T ],U ) for any r > p. This last statement follows from
an application of the inequality
Nr
(
xn
)

∥∥xn − x∥∥1−p/r∞ (Np(xn)p/r + Np(x))p/r, r > p
and the lemma is then proved. 
If {Ti}i=0,...,n is an increasing family of times, it follows from standard computations that
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i=1,...,n
Np(x|[Ti−1,Ti ]). (5)
Thus, the p-variation norm of x on an interval [0, T ] may be computed from the p-variation on
smaller intervals. This will be useful since many estimates on the solutions of the controlled differen-
tial equations will be given ﬁrst when T is small enough.
Many more informations on paths of ﬁnite p-variation may be found in the book [9].
2.2. Young integral
For x in Ωp,ω([0, T ],U ) and y in Ωq,ω([0, T ], L(U , V )) with
1
p
+ 1
q
> 1, (6)
the Young integral t → ∫ t0 yr dxr is a path in Ωp([0, T ], V ) and extends the notion of usual integral
for paths x and y which are smooth.
Theorem 1. (See [37].) Under condition (6), for any (s, t) ∈ 2 , there exists a family of partitions {tni }i=0,...,mn
of (s, t) whose mesh decreases to 0 and such that the Riemann sums
mn−1∑
i=0
ytni xt
n
i ,t
n
i+1
converge to an element in V which we denote by
∫ t
s yr dxr . In addition, for any 0 s r  t  T ,
t∫
s
yu dxu +
t∫
r
yu dxu =
t∫
s
yu dxu .
The map
(x, y) →
(
t →
t∫
0
ys dxs
)
is bilinear and continuous from Ωp,ω([0, T ],U ) × Ωq,ω([0, T ], L(U , V )) to Ωp,ω([0, T ], V ). Finally,
∣∣∣∣∣
t∫
s
yr dxr − ys(xt − xs)
∣∣∣∣∣ K (p−1 + q−1)Hγ ( f )Np(x)Nq(y)ω(s, t)1/p+1/q (7)
with K (θ) := 2θ ∑ j1 1/ jθ .
Remark 2. A similar deﬁnition may be given for functions in Besov spaces [4].
We do not present a complete proof, but the general idea which leads directly to (7) which will be
the main inequality. Here, we use the idea given in [21], but alternative points of view are developed
in [10] and in [12].
Let Π = {ti}i=0,...,n be a partition of [s, t] and x in Ωp([0, T ],U ). We set
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u,v∈Π
|xu,v |
ω(u, v)1/p
 Np(x).
Let us consider a partition Π = {ti}i=0,...,n of [s, t] with n + 1 points. Then there exists a family of
partitions {Π j} j=1,...,n such that Π1 = {s, t}, Π j+1 = Π j ⊂ {tk( j)} for some k( j) in {0, . . . ,n} (which
means that Π j has j + 1 points) and if u j and v j are the two closest points in Π j of tk( j) with
u j < tk( j) < v j , then
ω
(
u j, v j
)
 2ω(s, t)
j − 1 for j > 1.
(See Lemma 2.2.1 in [21].)
Let us consider now
J j(s, t) :=
j−1∑
i=0
y
t ji
(x
t ji+1
− x
t ji+1
) when Π j = {t ji }i=0,..., j.
Then
J j+1(s, t) − J j(s, t) = (ytk( j) − yu j )(xv j − xttk ( j) )
and thus
∣∣ J j+1(s, t) − J j(s, t)∣∣ 2θ
jθ
Nq
(
y|Π j+1)Np(x|Π j+1)ω(s, t)θ , θ := 1
p
+ 1
q
> 1.
Since θ > 1, K (θ) := 2θ ∑ j1 1/ jθ is convergent, and it follows that
∣∣ Jn(s, t) − J1(s, t)∣∣ K (θ)Nq(y|Π)Np(x|Π)ω(s, t)θ . (8)
Remark 3. The inequality (8) is called the Love–Young estimate. In the original article [37], the con-
stant is K (θ) := 1+∑ j1 1/nθ and the approach is slightly different.
The integral is deﬁned as the limit of the { Jn(s, t)}n0, which may be proved to be unique.
3. Existence of a solution of the controlled differential equation
Let us consider now a function f from U to L(U , V ) which is γ -Hölder continuous, γ ∈ (0,1]. We
call such a function a Lip(γ )-vector ﬁeld (from U to V ).
For y in Ωp,ω([0, T ], V ), f (y) belongs to Ωp/γ ([0, T ], L(U , V )) and
Np/γ
(
f (y)
)
 Hγ ( f )Np(y)γ .
Thus, for x in Ωp,ω([0, T ],U ) such that (2) is satisﬁed,
∫
f (ys)dxs is properly deﬁned as a Young
integral.
Deﬁnition 1. For a path p in Ωp([0, T ],U ) with 1 p < 2 and a Lip(γ )-vector ﬁeld f with 0< γ  1
and γ + 1 > p, a solution to (1) is a path y in Ωp([0, T ], V ) such that (1) holds for any t ∈ [0, T ],
where the integral
∫ t
0 f (ys)dxs is a Young integral.
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Let us start with a ﬁrst result which asserts that any solution is bounded in a ﬁnite time.
For practical purpose, let us extend ω to 0  s  t < +∞ by setting ω(s, t) = ω(s, T ) + t − T if
s T  t . This extension has the same properties as ω.
Let ε > 0 be small enough such that
(
1+ K (θ))Np(x)Hγ ( f )ω(s, s + τ (s))γ /p = ε (9)
has a solution τ for any s ∈ [0, T ] which satisﬁes ω(s, s + τ (s))  1. It is possible to ﬁnd such an ε
since ω is increasing and continuous close to its diagonal.
Proposition 1. If a solution y to (1) exists with y0 = a, then its p-variation norm and its uniform norm are
bounded by constants that depend only on T , p, γ , Np(x), Hγ ( f ) and a.
Regarding the uniform norm, we have
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|yt | C1 exp
(
C2ω(0, T )Np(x)
γ /pHγ ( f )
γ /p)(|a| + C2 + C3∣∣ f (0)∣∣/Hγ ( f )) (10)
where C1 , C2 and C3 depend only on ε, p and γ .
If f is bounded, we have
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|yt − a| C4ω(0, T ), (11)
where C4 depends only on Hγ ( f ), ‖ f ‖∞ , Np(x), p, γ and ε.
Remark 4. From this, we deduce immediately that any solution remains bounded in a ﬁnite time
and then no explosion may occur in a ﬁnite time. While A.M. Davie showed local existence in The-
orem 2.1 in [7], global existence follows from application of Theorem 6.1 in [7], as well as from
the results in [18]. Let us note that here, it is not assume that f is bounded. The bounds given
for supt∈[0,T ] |yt − ya| have to be compared to the results in [14], which also deal with unbounded
coeﬃcients in a slightly different framework.
Proof. We consider that Np(x) > 0 and Hγ ( f ) > 0 (otherwise, (1) is trivially solved). Let us consider
a solution y to (1) with y0 = a. From (7),
∣∣∣∣∣
t∫
s
f (yr)dxr
∣∣∣∣∣ K (θ)Hγ ( f )Np(y)γ Np(x)ω(s, t)θ + ∣∣ f (ys)∣∣Np(x)ω(s, t)1/p, (12)
with θ := (1+ γ )/p. Using again the Hölder continuity of f , one gets that
Np(y) = Np
( ·∫
0
f (yr)dxr
)

(
1+ K (θ))Hγ ( f )Np(y)γ Np(x)ω(0, T )γ /p + ∣∣ f (a)∣∣Np(x). (13)
On the other hand, since |a|γ  1+ |a|,
∣∣ f (a)∣∣ |a|γ Hγ ( f )+ ∣∣ f (0)∣∣ |a|Hγ ( f ) + ∣∣ f (0)∣∣+ Hγ ( f ). (14)
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Let us set T = τ (0), where τ (0) is deﬁned by (9). With (13) and (14),
Np(y) εNp(y)γ +
∣∣ f (0)∣∣Np(x) + Hγ ( f )Np(x) + |a|Hγ ( f )Np(x). (15)
If Np(y) 1, then Np(y)γ  Np(y) and then, if ε  1/2,
Np(y) 1+ 2
∣∣ f (0)∣∣Np(x) + 2Hγ ( f )Np(x) + 2|a|Hγ ( f )Np(x).
Let us note that for γ < 1, it is not possible to estimate an upper bound of Np(y) from (15) smaller
than 1. However, if γ = 1, we get the better estimate
Np(y) 2
∣∣ f (0)∣∣Np(x) + 2Hγ ( f )Np(x) + 2|a|Hγ ( f )Np(x).
On the other hand,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|yt | |a| + Np(y)ω(0, T )1/p
and since ω(0, τ (0)) 1, ω(0, T )1/p ω(0, T )γ /p . Thus
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|yt | |a| + 1+ C5ε + C5 | f (0)|
Hγ ( f )
ε + C5ε|a|
with C5 := 2/(1+ K (θ)).
3.1.2. Arbitrary time estimate, f not bounded
Now, let us construct a sequence of times Ti by setting Ti+1 = τ (Ti). This way,
ω(Ti, Ti+1) = ε
p/γ
(1+ K (θ))p/γ Np(x)p/γ Hγ ( f )p/γ .
By the super-additivity of ω,
(N + 1) ε
p/γ
(1+ K (θ))p/γ Np(x)p/γ Hγ ( f )p/γ =
N∑
i=0
ω(Ti, Ti+1)ω(0, TN+1).
Thus, if T  TN+1, one has ω(0, T )ω(0, TN+1) and then
N + 1 ω(0, T )(1+ K (θ))
p/γ Np(x)p/γ Hγ ( f )p/γ
εp/γ
.
Thus,
εN + ε  ω(0, T )(1+ K (θ))
p/γ Np(x)p/γ Hγ ( f )p/γ
εp/γ−1
.
We are willing to choose N as small as possible. We may then choose ε small enough such that
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ω(0, T )(1+ K (θ))p/γ Np(x)p/γ Hγ ( f )p/γ
εp/γ−1
.
Now, with Lemma 4 in Appendix A, we have for some constants C6, C7 and C8 depending only
on ε and C5,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|yt | C6 exp(εNC5)
(
|a| + C7 + C8 | f (0)|
Hγ ( f )
)
.
With (5), and this inequality, one gets a bound on Np(y) that depends only on ω(0, T ), Np(x),
Hγ ( f ), f (0), a, ε, p and γ .
3.1.3. Case of f bounded
The case where f is bounded is simpler, since for T = τ (0),
Np(y) εNp(y)γ + ‖ f ‖∞Np(x).
As previously, if ε  1/2 and ω(0, τ (0)) 1,
Np(y) 1+ 2‖ f ‖∞Np(x)
and
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|yt − a|ω
(
0, τ (0)
)1/p + 2‖ f ‖∞Np(x)ω(0, τ (0))1/p
ω
(
0, τ (0)
)γ /p + C5‖ f ‖∞Hγ ( f )−1ε
 ε
Hγ ( f )Np(x)(1+ K (θ)) + C5‖ f ‖∞Hγ ( f )
−1ε.
Note that if γ = 1, we get the simpler inequality Np(y) 2‖ f ‖∞Np(x).
Thus, for any T > 0, with N as above,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|yt − a| NεC9 with C9 := ‖ f ‖∞Hγ ( f )−1 + Hγ ( f )−1Np(x)−1
(
1+ K (θ))−1.
We then obtain the estimate (11) on supt∈[0,T ] |yt − a|. 
3.2. An a priori estimate for discrete approximations
We now provide an inequality similar to (13) for discrete approximations.
Let us consider a partition Π = {ti}i=0,...,n of [0, T ] as well as families {yi}i=0,...,n and {εi}i=0,...,n
of elements of V satisfying the relation
yi+1 = yi + f (yi)xti ,ti+1 + εi, y0 = a.
The equivalent of the p-variation norm along a partition is deﬁned by
Np(y|Π) := sup
0<kn
|yk − y|
ω(tk, t)1/p
.
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only on T , p, γ , Np(x), Hγ ( f ), f (a) and Np(ε|Π).
Proof. Given 0   < k  n, let us ﬁx a family of partitions (Π i)i=1,...,m as in Section 2 such that
Π1 = {t, tk} and Πm = Π ∩ [t, tk]. Then as in Section 2,
∣∣∣∣∣
k−1∑
i=
f (yi)xti ,ti+1 − f (y)xt,tk
∣∣∣∣∣ K (θ)Np(y|Π)γ Hγ ( f )Np(x|Π)(tk − t)θ
and then, using the fact that f is γ -Hölder
Np(y|Π)
(
1+ K (θ))Np(y|Π)γ Hγ ( f )Np(x) + ∣∣ f (a)∣∣Np(x) + Np(ε|Π).
The end of the proof is similar to the one of Proposition 1. 
3.3. Existence of a solution
It is now possible to prove the existence of a solution to (1), which we prove by two different
ways.
Proposition 3. Let V be a ﬁnite-dimensional space. For any T > 0, x in Ωp([0, T ]; V ) and f a Lip(γ )-vector
ﬁeld with γ + 1> p, there exists a solution to (1).
Remark 5. The proofs proposed here may easily be adapted to show existence of solutions to the
perturbed controlled differential equation
yt = a +
t∫
0
f (ys)dxs + ht
where h is a path in Ωp([0, T ], V ).
Proof of Proposition 3 using a Picard scheme. Let us take y0 in Ωp,ω([0, T ], V ) and deﬁne recursively
yn+1t = a +
t∫
0
f
(
yns
)
dxs.
Since Np(yn+1) = Np(
∫ ·
0 f (y
n
r )dxr), it follows from a slight modiﬁcation of (12)–(13) that
Np
(
yn+1
)
 C10Np
(
yn
)γ
ω(0, T )γ /p + C11
with C10 = (1+ K (θ))Hγ ( f )Np(x) and C11 = | f (a)|Np(x).
Hence, if R is such that Np(yn) R and T is such that
C10R
γ ω(0, T )γ /p + C11  R,
it follows that Np(yn+1) R and then the sequence {yn}n∈N is bounded in Ωp,ω([0, T ], V ).
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2r−p‖x‖r−p∞ Np(x)p that there exists a convergent subsequence {ynk }k0 in Ωr,ω([0, T ], V ) for any
r < p to some element y in Ωp,ω([0, T ], V ). Since f (ynk ) converges to f (y) in Ωr/γ ([0, T ], L(V ,U )),
any limit y is solution to (1) when T is small enough. As the choice of T depends only on Hγ ( f ),
Np(x), p and γ , this is also true for any time T by solving recursively (1) on a ﬁnite number of time
intervals [Ti, Ti+1] with ω(Ti, Ti+1) satisfying C10Rγ ω(Ti, Ti+1)γ /p + C11  R . 
We give now another proof that relies on the Euler scheme. For this, we use a supplementary
hypothesis (16). Note that however, for an appropriate control deﬁned as in Lemma 1, one may skip
this condition by studying the problem with a 1/p-Hölder continuous path and using a time change.
Proof of Proposition 3 using the Euler scheme. Here, we provided an argument using the Euler
scheme. For this, we need an additional assumption on the control ω. We then assume that there
exist an increasing continuous function ψ and a constant δ such that
sup
|t−s|<δ, s =t
max
{
ω(s, t)
ψ(t) − ψ(s) ,
ψ(t)− ψ(s)
ω(s, t)
}
< +∞. (16)
Let Π = {ti}i=0,...,n be a partition of [0, T ] and consider the family {yi}i=0,...,n constructed recursively
by
yi+1 = yi + f (yi)xti ,ti+1 , y0 = a.
Proposition 2 gives a control on Np(y|Π). Let us extend y to a continuous path on [0, T ] by
yt = yi + ψ(t) − ψ(ti)
ψ(ti+1) − ψ(ti) (yi+1 − yi), t ∈ [ti, ti+1].
If ti  s < t  ti+1, then
|yt − ys| Np(y|Π)ω(ti, ti+1)1/p ψ(t) − ψ(s)
ψ(ti+1) − ψ(ti) .
If supi=0,...,n−1 ti+1 − ti  δ, with (16), one easily gets that
|yt − ys| C12Np(y|Π)ω(s, t)1/p .
If s t  tk  t ,
|yt − ys| |ys − yt | + |yt − ytk | + |ytk − yt |
 Np(y|Π)
(
C12ω(s, t)
1/p +ω(t, tk)1/p + C12ω(tk, t)1/p
)
 Np(y|Π)max{C12,1}3p−1ω(s, t)1/p .
It follows that
Np(y)max{C12,1}3p−1Np(y|Π)
for some constant C12 that does not depend on Π .
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to 0 and let yn be the corresponding solution of the Euler scheme. Then there exists a subsequence
{ynk } which converges in the r-variation topology for any r < p to some element y in Ωp([0, T ], V ).
Since
yni+1 = yni +
tni+1∫
tni
f
(
yns
)
dxs +
tni+1∫
tni
(
f
(
yns
)− f (yntni ))dxs,
it follows that for any 0  < k n,
∣∣∣∣∣yntnk − yntn −
tnk∫
tn
f
(
yns
)
dxs
∣∣∣∣∣ Np(yn|Πn)γ Hγ ( f )Np(x)
k−1∑
i=
(
tni+1 − tni
)θ
.
Since θ > 1, for any s, t ∈⋂n∈NΠn , s t one deduces that
∣∣∣∣∣ynt − yns −
t∫
s
f
(
ynr
)
dxr
∣∣∣∣∣ C supi=0,...,n−1ω(ti, ti+1)θ−1ω(0, T ).
Since f (ynk ) converges to f (y) in Ωγ/r([0, T ]; V ) for any r < p, it follows that
yt = ys +
t∫
s
f (ys)dxs
and then that any limit of {yn} is a solution to (1). 
4. Continuity and uniqueness
Up to now, we have proved only existence of solutions to (1), but nothing ensures their uniqueness.
In general, it is hopeless to get the uniqueness, as there is an inﬁnite number of solutions to
yt =
t∫
0
f (ys)ds with f (y) = √y ∈ Lip(1/2),
since this equation is equivalent to y′ = √y, y0 = 0. It is well known that yt = ((t−C)/2)2+ is solution
to this equation for any C > 0.
Indeed, uniqueness will be granted under a stronger regularity assumption on f . Let us assume
that f is continuously differentiable and its derivative is a γ -Hölder continuous function from V to
L(V ⊗U , V ). We then say that f is a Lip(1+γ )-vector ﬁeld, and we still assume (2). We still consider
that 1+ γ > p.
In [7], A.M. Davie gives also a counterexample to the uniqueness of (1) when f ∈ Lip(1+ γ ) with
1 + γ < p, which means that the condition 1 + γ > p is sharp (if we exclude the case 1 + γ = p
where an approach by Besov spaces may be useful).
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to (1) is unique. In addition, the map x → y, called the Itô map, is locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to
(a, f , x). More precisely, let y (resp. yˆ) be the solution to yt = a +
∫ t
0 f (ys)dxs (resp. yˆt = aˆ +
∫ t
0 fˆ ( yˆs)ds).
We assume that ‖y‖∞  R, Np(y) R, |a| R, Hγ (∇ f ) R, ‖∇ f ‖∞  R, Np(x) R and the same holds
true when (a, f , x, y) is replaced by (aˆ, fˆ , xˆ, yˆ). Then there exists a constant C13 depending on ω(0, T ) and R
such that
Np(y − yˆ) C13
(
Np(x− xˆ) + ‖ f − fˆ ‖∞,B(0,R) + ‖∇ f − ∇ fˆ ‖∞,B(0,R) + |a − aˆ|
)
,
where for a function g, ‖g‖∞,B(0,R) := sup|x|R |g(x)|.
A practical importance is the following: any rough differential equation may be approximated by
an ordinary differential equation controlled by a piecewise smooth path, by using Lemma 1.
Remark 6. Let us note that similar computations may be carried to estimate the distance between
two Euler approximations. However, we skip the computations for the sake of simplicity.
Proof. Let y and yˆ be two paths in Ωp([0, T ], V ). Let Π a partition of [0, T ] and s < t two points
of Π . Let us note that
∣∣ f (yt) − f ( yˆt) − f (ys) + f ( yˆs)∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣
1∫
0
∇ f ( yˆt + τ (yt − yˆt))(yt − yˆt)dτ −
1∫
0
∇ f ( yˆs + τ (ys − yˆs))(ys − yˆs)dτ
∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣
1∫
0
∇ f ( yˆt + τ (yt − yˆt))(yt − yˆt − ys + yˆs)dτ
∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∣
1∫
0
(∇ f ( yˆs + τ (ys − yˆs))(ys − yˆs) − ∇ f ( yˆt + τ (yt − yˆt)))(ys − yˆs)dτ
∣∣∣∣∣
 ‖∇ f ‖∞Np(y − yˆ|Π)ω(s, t)1/p +
t∫
0
Hγ (∇ f )
∣∣τ ( yˆs − yˆt) + (1− τ )(ys − yt)∣∣γ (ys − yˆs)dτ
 ‖∇ f ‖∞Np(y − yˆ|Π)ω(s, t)1/p +ω(s, t)γ /pHγ (∇ f )
(
Np(y|Π)γ + Np( yˆ|Π)γ
)|ys − yˆs|.
As
|ys − yˆs| |ys − y0 − yˆs − yˆ0| + |a − b| Np(y − yˆ|Π)ω(0, T )1/p + |a − b|,
it follows that for F (t) = f (yt) − f ( yˆt),
Np/γ (F |Π) C14Np(y − yˆ|Π) + C15|b − a|, (17)
where C14 and C15 are constants that depend only on Hγ (∇ f ), ‖∇ f ‖∞ , T , p and γ . This is also true
for any s, t ∈ [0, T ] and then
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For x and xˆ in Ωp([0, T ],U ) and Lip(1+ γ )-vector ﬁelds f , fˆ , let us consider the solutions to
yt = a +
t∫
0
f (ys)dxs and yˆt = aˆ +
t∫
0
fˆ ( yˆs)dxˆs.
By linearity of the Young integral and for F as above,
yt − yˆt = a − aˆ +
t∫
0
F (s)dxs +
t∫
0
g( yˆs)dxs +
t∫
0
fˆ ( yˆs)dus
with ut = xt − xˆt and g = f − fˆ . Hence,
Np(y − yˆ)
(
1+ K (θ))Nγ /p(F )Np(x)T γ /p + (1+ K (2))H1(g)Np( yˆ)Hp(x)T 1/p
+ H1( fˆ )Np( yˆ)Hp(u)T 1/p +
∣∣g(a)∣∣Np(x) + ∣∣ fˆ (a)∣∣Np(u)
+ ∣∣ f (a)− fˆ (aˆ)∣∣Hp(x).
Let us assume that all the values ‖∇ f ‖∞ , Hγ (∇ f ), ‖∇ fˆ ‖∞ , Hγ ( fˆ ), |a|, aˆ, Hp(x) and Hp(xˆ) are
smaller than a given value R . Let us note that
∣∣ f (a)− fˆ (aˆ)∣∣ ‖∇ fˆ ‖∞|a − aˆ| + ∣∣ f (a) − fˆ (a)∣∣.
With (18), there exist a time T small enough and a constant K , depending only on R , p, γ , such that
Np(y − yˆ) C16
(|a − aˆ| + ‖ f − fˆ ‖∞,B(0,R) + H1(g) + Np(u)). (19)
Using the usual argument, this may be extended to any time T , up to changing the constant C16. Let
us note that if a = aˆ, f = fˆ and x = xˆ, then y = yˆ and the solution to (1) is necessarily unique. 
5. Convergence of the Euler scheme
If f is a Lip(1+ γ )-vector ﬁeld, we may now study the distance between the Euler scheme along
a partition Π = {ti}i=0,...,n and the unique solution to (1). For this, let us denote by {yi} the family
given by
yi+1 = yi + f (yi)xti ,ti+1 , y0 = a,
and by z the solution to zt = aˆ +
∫ t
0 f (zs)dxs for some aˆ. With zi = zti , the family {zi} is solution to
zi+1 = zi + f (zi)xti ,ti+1 + εi with εi :=
ti+1∫
ti
(
f (zs) − f (zi)
)
dxr .
From y, we construct a continuous path in Ωp([0, T ], V ).
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δ := sup
i=0,...,n−1
ω(ti, ti+1).
Proposition 5.With δ as above, there exists a constant C17 such that
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|yt − zt | C17δ2/p−1,
where C17 is a constant that depends only on ‖∇ f ‖∞ , Hγ ( f ), ω(0, T ), Np(x), p and γ .
Remark 7. When p = 1, which means that x is of ﬁnite variation, then the order of convergence is
equal to 1. When p converges to 2, the order of convergence tends to 0. For stochastic differential
equations driven by the fractional Brownian motion, the order of convergence is the same as the one
found in [24,30].
Proof. Hence,
yi+1 − zi+1 = yi − zi + F (ti)xti ,ti+1 − εi .
Using the same computations as in the proof of Proposition 2, for any 0  < k n, one has
|yk − zk − y − z| Nγ /p(F |Π)Np(x)ω(t, tk)(γ+1)/p +
∣∣F (tk)∣∣Np(x)ω(t, tk)1/p +
∣∣∣∣∣
k−1∑
i=
εi
∣∣∣∣∣.
On the other hand,
∣∣∣∣∣
ti+1∫
ti
(
f (zs) − f (zi)
)
dxs
∣∣∣∣∣ C(2/p)H1( f )Np(z)Np(x)ω(ti, ti+1)2/p .
It follows that
k−1∑
i=
ω(ti, ti+1)2/p ω(t, tk)δ2/p−1
and then for some constant C18 that depends only on ‖∇ f ‖∞ , Np(x), p and γ , it follows that
∣∣∣∣∣
k−1∑
i=
εi
∣∣∣∣∣ C18δ2/p−1ω(0, T )1−1/pω(t, tk)1/p,
so that, with (17), since |F (tk)| C19ω(0, tk)γ /pNp(y − z|Π) + |F (0)|,
Np(y − z|Π) C20Np(y − z|Π)ω(0, T )γ /p + C21δ2/p + C22
∣∣F (0)∣∣.
Thus, for T small enough so that
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γ /p  1
2
,
it follows that
Np(y − z|Π) 2C21δ2/p−1 + 2C22
∣∣F (0)∣∣. (20)
Using the usual argument, by considering that T is a point of Π , it is possible to consider the Euler
scheme starting from yT and the solution starting from zT to get again an inequality of type (20) on
time intervals [Ti, Ti+1], so that up to changing the constants, (20) is true for any time interval. Since
F (0) = 0 when aˆ = a and F (Ti) C23Np(y − z|Π ∩ [0, Ti]), it follows that Np(y − z|Π) C24δ2/p−1.
On the other hand, for ti  t < ti+1,
|yt − zt | |yt − yti | + |zti − yti | + |zt − zti |
 Np(y)δ1/p + Np(y − z|Π)ω(0, T )1/p + Np(z)δ1/p .
Since δ1/p  δ2/p−1 for δ  1, it follows that the Euler scheme converges at rate 2/p − 1. 
6. Flow property and differentiability
6.1. Flow of homeomorphisms
Let us start with a small lemma regarding the time inversion.
Lemma 2. Given y in Ωq([0, T ], L(U , V )) and x in Ωp([0, T ],U ) with p−1 + q−1 > 1. Then
t∫
0
ys dxs = −
T∫
T−t
yT−s dxT−s.
Proof. The Young integral
∫ t
0 ys dxs is deﬁned as a limit of the Riemann sum
Jn(0, t) =
mn∑
i=0
ytni xt
n
i ,t
n
i+1
along a family of partitions Πn = {tni }i=0,...,mn such that supi=0,...,mn ω(tni , tni+1) decreases to 0.
Hence, for T > t ,
Jn(0, t) =
mn∑
i=0
ytni+1xt
n
i ,t
n
i+1 −
mn∑
i=0
ytni ,t
n
i+1xt
n
i ,t
n
i+1 .
But
mn∑
i=0
ytni ,t
n
i+1xt
n
i ,t
n
i+1  Nq(y)Np(x)
mn∑
i=0
ω(ti, ti+1)1/p+1/q n→∞−−−→ 0.
Setting ut = yT−t and vt = xT−t , one obtains that
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mn∑
i=0
uT−tni+1 vT−tni ,T−ti+1 + o(1)
which converges to the Young integral
∫ T
T−t us dvs , since {T −tni }i=mn,...,0 is a partition of [T −t, T ]. 
For a in V , let us set
yt(a) = a +
t∫
0
f
(
ys(a)
)
dxs, t ∈ [0, T ] (21)
and
zt(a) = a +
t∫
0
f
(
zs(a)
)
dxT−s. (22)
Using the time inversion property,
yT−t(a) = a −
T∫
T−t
f
(
yT−s(a)
)
dxT−s = yT (a) +
t∫
0
f (yT−s)dxT−s.
From the uniqueness of the solution to (22), yT−t(a) = zt(yT (a)), and y0(a) = a. Similarly,
zT−t(yT (a)) = zT−t(a) and then a = yT (zT (a)) = zT (yT (a)).
Proposition 6. Let f be in Lip(1 + γ ) and x ∈ Ωp([0, T ],U ) with 1 + γ > p. For any T > 0, the map
a → yT (a) deﬁnes a homeomorphism from V to yT (V ) and its inverse is a → zT (a).
Indeed, there is not only a homeomorphism, but also a diffeomorphism (see Section 6.3 below).
6.2. Linear equation
Among the equations of interest are the ones of type
ut = a +
t∫
0
g(s)us dxs + h(t), (23)
where g belongs to Ωp/γ ([0, T ], L(W ⊗ U ,W )), and h belongs to Ωp([0, T ],W ) for a Banach
space W .
For u in Ωp([0, T ],W ), it follows from standard computations that G(s) := g(s)us belongs to
Ωp/γ ([0, T ], L(U ,W )) with
Np/γ (G|Π) Np/γ (g|Π) sup
t∈Π
|ut | + Np(u|Π)‖g‖∞
 Np/γ (g)|u0| + Np/γ (g)Np(u|Π)ω(0, T )1/p + Np(u|Π)‖g‖∞
for any partition Π . Hence, there exist constants C25 and C26 depending only on Np/γ (g) and g(0)
(since ‖g‖∞ depends on these constants) such that
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This is also true when N·(·|Π) is replaced by N·(·).
Hence, any solution to (23) satisﬁes
Np(u) C27Np(x)
(
C25|a| + C26Np(u)
)
ω(0, T )γ /p + |a| · ∣∣g(0)∣∣Np(x) + Np(h).
It follows that for T small enough and then for any T
Np(u) C28
(|a| + Np(h)). (24)
In particular, as the Young integral is linear, (23) is linear and there exists at most one solution to (23).
We do not deal with existence, which may be proved as previously.
Proposition 7. There exists a unique solution in Ωp([0, T ],W ) to (23) which satisﬁes (24).
6.3. Differentiability of the Itô map
For x and h in Ωp([0, T ],U ) and f in Lip(1+ γ ) with 1+ γ > p, let us consider the solution to
yt(a,h) = a +
t∫
0
f
(
ys(a,h)
)
dxs +
t∫
0
f
(
ys(a,h)
)
dhs.
We have
zt := yt
(
a′,h
)− yt(a,0) = a′ − a +
t∫
0
F (s)dxs +
t∫
0
f
(
ys
(
a′,h
))
dhs
where
F (s) = f (ys(a′,h))− f (ys(a,0))=
1∫
0
∇ f (ys(a,0) + τ zs)zs dτ
= H(s) + ∇ f (ys(a,0))zs
with
H(s) =
1∫
0
(∇ f (ys(a,0) + τ zs)− ∇ f (ys(a,0)))zs dτ .
Since y(a,0) belongs to Ωp([0, T ], V ), it follows that g(s,a) := ∇ f (ys(a,0)) belongs to
Ωp/γ ([0, T ], L(V , V )) and then z is solution to
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t∫
0
g(s,a)zs dxs +
t∫
0
g(s,a)zs dhs
+
t∫
0
H(s)dxs +
t∫
0
H(s)dhs +
t∫
0
f
(
ys(a,0)
)
dhs.
Let us consider then the solution to
ut(ε,h) = ε +
t∫
0
g(s,a)us(ε,h)dxs +
t∫
0
f
(
ys(a,0)
)
dhs.
From Proposition 7, then
Np
(
z − u(a′ − a,h)) C28Np
( ·∫
0
H(s)dxs
)
+ C28Np
( ·∫
0
H(s)dhs
)
.
On the other hand, for τ ∈ [0,1],
∇ f (ys(a,0) + τ zs)− ∇ f (ys(a,0))− (∇ f (yt(a,0) + τ zt)− ∇ f (yt(a,0)))

{
‖z‖γ∞Hγ (∇ f ),
(Np(y(a,0))γ + Np(y(a′,h))γ )ω(s, t)γ /p  C29ω(s, t)γ /p .
Thus, for κ ∈ [0,1],
∣∣H(s) − H(t)∣∣ ‖z‖γ∞Hγ ( f )Hp(z)ω(s, t)1/p + ‖z‖1+γ (1−κ)∞ C29ω(s, t)γ κ/p .
Choosing κ such that κγ + 1> p and using the fact that |H(0)| |a′ − a|1+γ it follows that
Np
( ·∫
0
H(s)dxs
)
 C30
(‖z‖γ∞Hp(z) + ‖z‖1+γ (1−κ)∞ )+ C31∣∣a′ − a∣∣1+γ
and
Np
( ·∫
0
H(s)dhs
)
 C32
(‖z‖γ∞Hp(z) + ‖z‖1+γ (1−κ)∞ )Np(h) + C33Np(h)∣∣a′ − a∣∣1+γ .
Let us assume that |a′ −a| ε with ε small enough and Np(h) ε. Then using the expression of z
and Proposition 1,
Np(z) C34
(‖z‖γ∞Hp(z) + ‖z‖1+γ (1−κ)∞ )(1+ ε) + C35ε.
Since ‖z‖∞  Np(z)ω(0, T )1/p + ε, it follows that
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(
Np(z)ω(0, T )
1/p + ε).
Hence, Np(z) C37ε and ‖z‖∞  ε. Then,
Np
(
z − u(a′ − a,h)) Cε1+γ (1−κ).
Let us consider the Itô map I from U × Ωp,ω([0, T ],U ) to Ωp,ω([0, T ], V ) which maps (a, x) to
the solution to yt = a +
∫ t
0 f (ys)dxs .
Proposition 8. Let I be the Itô map deﬁned for a Lip(1 + γ )-vector ﬁeld with γ + 1 > p. Let κ be such that
γ κ +1> p. Then I is locally Fréchet differentiable and its derivative dI is given by the solution of the equation
dI(a, x) · (α,h) = α +
t∫
0
∇ f (Is(a, x))dIs(a, x) · (α,h)dxs +
t∫
0
f
(
Is(a, x)
)
dhs.
In addition,
Np
(
I(a + εα, x+ εh) − I(a, x) − εdI(a, x) · (α,h)) Cε1+γ (1−κ).
If J and K are the matrix-valued solutions to
Jt = Id+
t∫
0
∇ f (ys) J s dxs and Kt = Id−
t∫
0
Ks∇ f (ys)dxs
with yt = It(a, x), then using ﬁrst for x a smooth path and passing to the limit, Kt Jt = Jt Kt = Id
for any t ∈ [0, T ], which means that Jt is invertible. Since Jtα = dI(a, x) · (α,0), it follows that t →
It(a, x) is a ﬂow of diffeomorphisms. Of course, still using smooth paths for x and h and passing to
the limit, one has the classical formula,
dI(a, x) · (0,h)t = Jt
t∫
0
Ks f
(
Is(a, x)
)
dhs.
Assuming higher-order differentiability of f , it is possible to get a higher-order development of
I(a + εα, x+ εh) − I(a, x), as in [19].
In addition, this result may serve as a base for dealing with Malliavin calculus for SDE driven by
fractional Brownian motion [2,32].
7. Case of a differential equation with drift
We now consider
yt = a +
t∫
0
f (ys)dxs +
t∫
0
g(ys)ds (25)
under the hypothesis that g is Lipschitz continuous with constant L, x is α-Hölder, α > 1/2 and f is
in Lip(1+ γ ) with α(1+ γ ) > 1.
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ian motion, and this result has to be compared with the one in [31].
With the remark at the end of the Introduction, the condition on g is suﬃcient to ensure the
existence of a solution to (25), but not its uniqueness because we need g in Lip(1 + ε) for some
ε > 0.
Proposition 9. Under the above conditions on f , g and x, there exists a unique solution to (25) which is
α-Hölder continuous.
Proof. Yet if y and z are two α-Hölder continuous paths with y0 = z0 = a,
∣∣∣∣∣
t∫
s
(
g(yr) − g(zr)
)
dsr
∣∣∣∣∣ L‖y − z‖∞(t − s) LHα(y − z)(t − s)αT 1−α.
It follows that if y and z are two solutions to (25),
Hα(y − z) C38Hα(y − z)T 2α−1 + LHα(y − z)T 1−α
and then, for T small enough, Hα(y − z) = 0 and y = z. 
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Appendix A. A useful inequality
We give a simple inequality which we used in the proof of Proposition 1. This follows from the
discrete Gronwall inequality.
Lemma 3. Let L be a positive constant and K be a non-negative constant. If xi satisﬁes
xi+1  (1+ L)xi + K and xi  0,
then for any integer N  1,
xN 
{(
eL − 1)−1K + (1+ L(eL − 1)−1)x0}exp(NL). (26)
Proof. Set yi = xi+1 − xi . Then
yi  L
i−1∑
j=0
y j + Lx0 + K .
From the discrete Gronwall inequality,
yi  (K + Lx0)exp(Li)
and then
A. Lejay / J. Differential Equations 249 (2010) 1777–1798 1797xi+1  (K + Lx0)exp(L(i + 1)) − 1exp(L) − 1 + x0.
Hence the result. 
Lemma 4. Let x be a continuous path such that
sup
t∈[Ti ,Ti+1]
|xt | (1+ L)|xTi | + K .
Then for some constant C39 depending only on L and C40 depending on L and K ,
sup
t∈[0,TN ]
|yt | exp(NL)
(
C39|x0| + C40
)
.
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